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CHAIR'S 
STATEMENT

The board of directors is dedicated to supporting Tapestry and

also to having fun while we do it. We have been meeting every

two weeks for almost a year now to help tackle issues around

staffing, grants and finances, event planning, communications,

public health guidelines, building maintenance and much more.

This is a team of folks who are truly dedicated to giving their

time, energy and sometimes money to help the North Mountain

United Tapestry thrive, and I'm honoured to work with and learn

from them.

We are focused on the smooth running of markets and events,

but also on the sustainability of Tapestry for many years to

come. Strategic planning will help us reach our vision of a

community that is economically vital, resilient and self-reliant;

socially connected, nurturing and supportive; responsible for its

own health and wellness; and proud of its heritage and culture.

Stay tuned for small steps forward like an additional market

day, a full time staff person, expanded food box program,

additional concerts and fundraisers, and much more.

C A R O L Y N  L O W

Chair, Board of Directors



MISSION STATEMENT 
To host a welcoming space in our North 

Mountain community that celebrates and 

enhances our local culture, economy and 

quality of life. 

• environmentally vibrant, resilient and self-reliant; 

• socially connected, nurturing and supportive; 

• takes responsibility for its own health and wellness; 

and 

• honours and celebrates its culture and heritage.

OUR VISION
We envision a local community that is: 



2:00 pm    Welcome

2:05 pm  Business Meeting
                 Call To Order
                 Introductions
                 Approval of Agenda
                 Approval of Minutes from 2020 AGM
                 Regular Business Items
                 Nomination and Election of Directors

2:20 pm   Chair's Report (Carolyn Low)

2:30 pm    United Church Liaison's Report on 2021 (Judy Parks)

2:40 pm    Treasurer's Report (Kate Adams)

2:50 pm    Committee Reports

3:00 pm    New Business for 2022 (Carolyn Low)

3:10 pm     Open Discussion

4:00 pm   Adjournment

AGENDA 
Annual General Meeting 
North Mountain United Tapestry Cultural & Heritage Society 
Saturday, March 6, 2022 
United Church, Harbourville, N.S.
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Last year was a big year for advancing the Vision 20-21

Project.  Four shelters were built for North Mountain Market

vendors, a wheelchair-accessible ramp was built and new

patio doors were installed on the north wall of the church,

providing easier access to the church for people with

walkers and wheelchairs.  Including the outdoor

performance stage, which was built the previous year, these

construction projects represent the most that could be

accomplished, given the available funding, to realize the

original, ambitious vision that members agreed to at the

2019 annual general meeting.  About $21,000 (25%) of the

original $80,000 Vision funding was raised and spent on the

project.

A big “thank you” goes out to the volunteers who donated

their time and/or materials to these projects. They include:

Allen DeVries, George Spicer, Doug Kemp and Patrick

Whiteway.

Tapestry retained builders Alex Bezanson, Martin Beauseigle

and Frank Racz as well as professional structural engineer

A.W. Dewar to complete the projects. 

VISION 2020
by Patrick Whiteway
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"easier access to the church for 

people with walkers and 

wheelchairs"



This brings the first stage of the

Vision 20-21 Project to a close.

Members of Tapestry may agree

to have the Board of Directors

continue to pursue the many

uncompleted projects in the

original Vision plan. These

include: a perimeter fence, an

enlarged patio/deck, a more

elaborate performance stage

(with roof and backstage), a

community cob oven, a new

front door and general

landscaping.

Volunteers will be needed to

advance these projects.
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FOOD BUCKS

2021 was the first year that Tapestry participated in the

Farmers Markets of Nova Scotia’s (FMNS’s) province-wide

‘Nourishing Communities Program.’  It’s designed to help low-

income families improve their food security by, every week,

providing coupons or ‘food bucks’ that can be used to

purchase food from a local farmers market. Since 2021 was

the first year administering such a program, Tapestry decided

to keep it simple by delivering food boxes to families

instead of issuing food coupons.

In 2022, with more time to design and introduce a true ‘food

bucks’ program, families would be able to choose the products

they prefer. In June 2021, Tapestry received $3,000 from FMNS.   

Over the 20-week season of the North Mountain Market,

Tapestry then purchased $25 worth of food each week from

each of the six food vendors at the North Mountain Market. This

food was then divided up into boxes that were then delivered

by two volunteers (Andy Magee and Patrick Whiteway) to the

doors of six families on the North Mountain. The names and

addresses of the families were provided by the Principal of

by Patrick Whiteway
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"help low-income families 

improve their food security"



Somerset Elementary School, which runs a lunch program

for kids in need. The families that received a box of food

from Tapestry expressed gratitude for getting fresh, healthy

farm produce and prepared foods and baked goods

delivered to their door reliably every week. North Mountain

Market food vendors benefited from the additional sales,

which totalled about $500 over the season.  Tapestry

received an additional $750 from FMNS to administer the

program.  Recipient families were surveyed before and after

the program and their responses, along with those from

other markets across Nova Scotia, were used by FMNS to

secure funding from the provincial government again in

2022. In addition, a student at Acadia University is

preparing a report on the provincial program based on the

surveys and interviews with the participating families.

Tapestry would like to expand the program in 2022 to

include more families. Tapestry will need two volunteers to

run the program in 2022.
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"fresh, healthy farm produce and 

prepared foods and baked goods 

delivered to their door reliably every 

week"



As the pandemic dragged on, it was difficult to guarantee a

crowd at any event or assurance of eased restrictions between

variants. 2021 saw a number of musical appearances despite

these complications. Mostly from acts who had never even

been to Tapestry. The pandemic has been tough on artists,

leading many to attempt to recoup their lack of income from

the few shows they were able to do. Tapestry was able to bring

out a few sizable audiences for the most part but again with

no guarantees. It was however a year of new faces both on

stage and in the audience. The renovations to the building left

artists with a more casual situation of performing on the floor

instead of on a stage (as was the setup pre-covid and

renovation). A much more low-key, typical community hall vibe.

With capacity limits on performances, it's impossible to assess

the financial values of performances and donations to the

space. Expecting artists to dig into their own pockets after

they gave their time, sweat and songs was a difficult

conversation in these trying times. Especially in shows with

more than one act in a night. 

MUSIC REPORT
by Zakary Miller
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Financial assessments under these conditions are redundant,

but communal value and connection to individuals through

art and music is the most valuable commodity we were able

to accumulate this year. That should always be a goal in a

community space anyhow, and hopefully the pandemic

allowed the audience and show participants an opportunity

to reevaluate the experience and relationship between host

venues and artists. We at Tapestry were able to host artists of

many styles and stages of their career this year, giving space

for new opportunities. It's my belief that despite covid,

Tapestry will continue to thrive as a musical space, gain

notoriety with the musical community within the maritimes

and become an essential stop on many touring routes. The

job of a "music manager" is fraught with tough decisions and

personal biases, but could easily be balanced with an open

door, open booking policy, allowing for even more

opportunities within the community and to welcome with

open arms our surrounding community's artists. Less of a

season of "programing" and more a space for all to feel free

to explore and bring their ideas, sounds and creativity to this

beautiful, unique community.

I, like everyone, hope covid is almost over and we can

celebrate these roarin' 20s but I refuse to dwell on the

difficulties of the past two years while we have so much

potential music in our futures. Cheers to many more shows

and I appreciated the opportunity to be part of this glorious

experiment. 
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"Tapestry will continue to thrive 

as a musical space... and 

become an essential stop on 

many touring routes"



FARMERS MARKET

As always, our Farmers market was full of life and colour and

creativity this summer.  Ashley Duncanson made sure that

everyone had an appropriate space, fees were paid and that

challenges and opportunities were taken care of.  Vendors had

a good year with increased sales, despite Covid-19 restrictions.   

Some new food vendors brought a new (hungry) energy to the

market, as did a "clothes truck" - vendors selling clothing in a

trailer.  The upper market was usually busy with folks

congregating at the picnic tables and outside the front doors. 

 The new market shelters were used every week, and Ashley

continually tried to find ways to make the lower section more

attractive, warm and inviting to guests.  The music stage was

well used as well, with musical guests performing each

Saturday.  Guests were often seen eating and/or dancing by

the stage.  

by Jennifer West
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The summer of 2021 saw the southeast corner of the church alive with vibrant artwork from a

variety of artisans working in a variety of mediums. 2021 saw 10 Artisan’s participate in the

market and with the help of Shelley Racz and Franny Rutchinski in the beginning of the season

we organized and set-up the market for the season.

This past summer saw the Artisans’ Market return to a model that was used in the past where

Artisans paid a flat fee of $100 for the season. We also implemented a 10% commission on all

items to help cover administrative costs. In return for the fees, Tapestry administered all sales,

secured funding for a summer employee and managed the employee. 90% of funds received

from customers were paid out to Artisans.

The Artisans’ Market ran smoothly with most Artisans volunteering several times throughout the

season to help with sales and act as a representative for the market.  With fewer Artisans

participating in the market in 2021 overall sales were down at $8,874.32.

ARTISANS’ 
MARKET 2021

by Carolyn Low
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"the southeast corner of the 

church [was] alive with

vibrant artwork"



2021 was a quiet season for the activity corner due

to covid restrictions.

We did however have a two weekend display

featuring the work of three North Mountain hookers

Jackie McPhee, Beth Gagnon and Carol Hampsey.

The corner was filled with beauty and colour. Jackie,

aged 92, was on site throughout the show offering

advice, encouragement and funny stories to all.

Jackie, Beth and Carol also had a sample hooked

piece there so people could try hooking for

themselves.  It was a very successful event with a

steady stream of visitors on each Saturday and

Sunday.  We are hoping for a busier season in 2022.

One artist has expressed interest in offering a

puppet workshop for children. 

In closing the activity corner is available to

individuals or groups on a weekly basis for sharing

an art, a craft or an interest with the extended North

Mountain United Tapestry community.

ACTIVITY CORNER
by Lois Bearden
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"very successful event 

with a steady stream of 

visitors"



Public enthusiasm for the exhibit was reflected by brisk sales of the books Exit 15- the

Harbourville Connection which had been kindly donated to Tapestry by Carol Hampsey.  As

in previous years, the display was dismantled at the end of the season and placed in secure

storage.

Plans are underway for the 2022 season to create an equally engaging exhibit of

Harbourville's history for public information and enjoyment.

Also in the works are plans to bring to fruition a book dedicated to Harbourville's historic

houses entitled The Stories Our House Tell. This effort has been curtailed due to the covid

pandemic and it is hoped that it will move forward in 2022. The book will be a fundraiser

for NMUT.

HISTORY CORNER
by Pat Kemp
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Berwick United was closed most of 2021 due to Covid 19 restrictions so summer services in

Harbourville were also.  Several of Berwick United members, including myself were up to

see the amazing transformation of the church building... it is lovely.  Great planning and

workmanship.  Hoping to get back to some degree of normalcy in the coming year.

 

UNITED CHURCH LIAISON
by Judy Parks



2021 proved to be another fairly good season financially

for United Tapestry’s artists, musicians, and market

vendors despite the everchanging pandemic protocols.

Once again, the public health restrictions kept us on our

toes as we navigated another challenging year. We

started the year with a balance of $19,735.13 in the RBC

operating account. $15,040.00 of that was committed

grant funds slated for the market vendor stalls,

accessibility ramp and new doors to the rear of the

church building. This left $3,501.88 in uncommitted funds

to begin our 2021 year. At our 2021- year end that

balance stood at $7,976.66 with $2466.85 in

outstanding committed funds (see chart below for

allocation) for a total bank balance at yearend of

$10,443.52. $7724.86 of our annual revenue came from

the Farmers’ Market of Nova Scotia (covid adaptation

and food box program) and Canada Youth grants

(summer employee). Artisan memberships and market

vendor fees raised another $6,796.00.

FINANCE REPORTS
by Kate Adams, Treasurer
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The Artisan Market had a decline in sales as well as in artisans participating. The vendors

collectively enjoyed a total of $8874.32 in sales, a decline from the previous year. Our model

for the 2021 season was a $100 fee for those participating as well as a 10% commission on

their sales. In return for these fees United Tapestry administered all sales and absorbed all

transaction fees paid out to our credit/debit card POS provider (SQUAREUP). 90% of the

ticket price of the art and crafts for sale were paid to the artist/artisan/crafter. Thank you to

all the fine artists, artisans, and crafters whose work creates a very special ambience in our

building. We have a new proposed model for 2022 which will be shared at our AGM.

FINANCE REPORT:
MARKETS
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The Farmers’ Market enjoyed an increase of 54% in vendor fees. Please see the Farmers’

Market Report for more information on total market sales and participating vendors. As a

member of Farmers’ Markets of Nova Scotia (FMNS) we were very pleased to be included in

the FMNS Nourishing Communities program this year. This province-wide program, now in

its third year, involves 13 member farmers’ markets and partner social organizations working

together to address issues of food insecurity for low-income Nova Scotians while

supporting local producers and farmers.
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Bill Wilson who donated his musical talent to our “Steeple” Fundraiser.

Carolyn Lowe who donated gorgeous art for our first fundraising raffle of the season.

Catherine Van der Woerd who donated (in part) a beautiful stained-glass piece for our

second fundraising raffle.

Ashley Duncan her volunteer management of our North Mountain Farmers’ Market and

also for her work with Alan DeVries. Alan and Ashley gathered and donated the

proceeds of a bottle drive for our playground project.

Carol Hampsey for the donation of “The Harbourville Connection” books which we sold

in our History Corner.

Doug Kemp and George Spicer for donation of lumber for our building projects.

Anonymous donations from the public into our “red box” donation box at the entrance

to the church.

Harold Pineo for donating wreaths to sell at our Holiday Market.

Zakary Miller for organizing our concert season and playing many Sunday afternoons in

front of the church for the enjoyment of all. 

Pat Kemp for her work in research and exhibits in our history corner, 

Other folks who donated their time, gifts, and talents.

It is also true that the financial wellbeing of our society benefits from volunteer and in-kind

donations. Without the generosity of our volunteers and in-kind supporters, Tapestry would

struggle to continue our work within the community. We offer a special and grateful thank

you to:

FINANCE REPORT:
THANKS
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Also, the many concert musicians who worked and entertained us for far less than

“scale”; The Dearlies, The Koconut Kings, Ryan Stanley, Ryan McNally, Graham Nicholas,

Jenny Whiteley, Joey Wright, Big Turnip Records Artists, Kim Joy Lake and The Johns.

And of course, I offer my personal gratitude to my fellow board members; Lois Beardon,

Carolyn Low, Jennifer West, Tara Flemming, Andy Magee, and Patrick Whiteway. Their

contribution to United Tapestry is immeasurable.

Franny Rutchinski (artisan market consultant), Shelley Racz (artisan market consultant),

Cathy Arsenault (music), Ani Van Dyk (garden boxes), Jack Beardon (grounds), Brian Adams

(history corner), Jackie McPhee, Beth Gagnon and Carol Hampsey (rug hooking exhibit and

demo), Carolyn Landry (Mi’kmaq healing circles), Jessica Dionne ( summer volunteer café)

Rachel West (volunteer café) Julian West (music), Lois Hare (Christmas Eve Service

organizer), Judith Smith (50/50 tickets and Valley Events Farmers’ Market postings)

If you have given to the ongoing work of our community organization in any way and do not

see your name here, please know that we are grateful for each and every contribution. It

takes a village.
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